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Welcome, Potter Pundit! 

Potter Pundits, as you know, are serious readers who re-read and re-

search their favorite books, J. K. Rowling’s Hogwarts Saga, in order to 

learn more about the literary magic that makes them unique.  

Here’s the biggest complaint I hear from Pundit correspondents who 

have read one of my books and from visitors to my HogwartsProfessor 

website:  

“How can we amateur Pundits advance our knowledge of the seven 

Harry Potter adventures significantly, easily, and affordably? I cannot 

travel to academic conventions or fan gatherings, I’m long done with 

school (or ‘my school doesn’t offer Harry Potter classes’), and there’s 

only so much you can learn from books and articles without Q&A.” 

I feel your frustration! The challenge is to provide opportunities for 

significant learning and study that are easily accessed and affordable, a 

challenge we’re working to meet at PotterPundits.com. 

The week I wrote and posted the first version of this ‘Potter Pundits 

Reading List’ pdf was the 20th anniversary of Philosopher Stone’s 

publication and the 10th anniversary of HogwartsProfessor. It and the 

weekly VLOG I started days later at PotterPundits.com were my first 

steps in bringing top-tier talks discussing the ideas and subjects you 

may have heard or read about but couldn’t afford the cash or time to 

explore in depth. In the coming weeks and months, I’ll do all I can to 

start up classes and webinars that begin to address the needs of Potter 

fans who want to know more about their favorite books. 

This pdf, ’12 J. K. Rowling Story Sources Every Potter Pundit Needs to 

Read,’ though, is a great first step towards that larger goal. I chose the 

12 books based on the following criteria: 



(1) J. K. Rowling has to have mentioned the novel (or play) itself or the 

author who wrote it. 

(2) Reading the text must open up a new ‘line of sight’ into the meaning 

and the artistry of the Saga or just into the mind of the author. 

(3) Reading about and discussion of the novel (or play) will add to the 

critical tool box we need to understand Rowling’s work – and 

everything else we read! – more profoundly. 

On the pages that follow, then, I give you what Rowling has said about 

the text in question with links to the source when available, a summary 

of the story, some discussion of what it tells us about Rowling the 

writer or the Hogwarts Saga, links to online materials about the text, 

and where you can get a copy online for free or for the cost of a decent 

cup of coffee. 

Enjoy! I look forward to hearing your comments, questions, and 

corrections; may the conversation about the meaning and artistry of 

Harry Potter have a fresh start in this Potter Pundit Reading List and a 

new horizon! 

With admiration, 

John Granger 

John Granger, ‘The Dean of Harry Potter Scholars’ 

John@HogwartsProfessor.com 
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Northanger Abbey 
Jane Austen 

 

Rowling says Austen is the Best: 
 
“My favourite writer of all time is Jane Austen.  
“Virginia Woolf said of Austen, ‘For a great writer, 

she was the most difficult to catch in the glimpse 

of greatness,’ which is a fantastic line. You’re 

drawn into the story, and you come out the other 

end and know you’ve witnessed something great in 

action. But you can’t see the pyrotechnics; there’s 

nothing flashy.” 

 “I'm a huge Jane Austen fan.” 

“To me [Jane Austen] is the target of perfection at which we shoot in vain." 

“Jane Austen [is my favorite author]. I find her un-put-downable. :-)” 

 
Best Critical Paper: Karin E. Westman - Perspective, Memory, and Moral Authority: The 

Legacy of Jane Austen in J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter - Children's Literature 35:1 

 

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration 

Northanger Abbey is the first of Jane Austen’s novels 
albeit one not published until after her death. 
Catherine Morland, the heroine, is a 17 year old 
innocent who reads Gothic fiction and largely 
imagines her life as the story of a Gothic heroine’s 
adventures. The story turns, as do all Austen novels, 
on the courtship rituals and intrigues of lower English 
gentry in the Georgian era. It ends with a good match 
for Catherine after the signature Austen plot twists 
and revelations that everyone is not who they seem. 
 

“My favourite 

writer of all 

time is Jane 

Austen… I re-

read Austen’s 

novels in 

rotation.” 
 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0500-heraldsun-rowling.html
http://www.oprahmag.co.za/books/reviews/j.k-rowling%E2%80%99s-life-in-books
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-tlc_mugglenet-anelli-1.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/1200-readersdigest-boquet.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0200-scholastic-chat.htm
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/254932822_Karin_E_Westman_-_Perspective_Memory_and_Moral_Authority_The_Legacy_of_Jane_Austen_in_J_K_Rowling's_Harry_Potter_-_Children's_Literature_351
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/254932822_Karin_E_Westman_-_Perspective_Memory_and_Moral_Authority_The_Legacy_of_Jane_Austen_in_J_K_Rowling's_Harry_Potter_-_Children's_Literature_351


Northanger Abbey 

Jane Austen 
 

Relevance to Understanding Harry Potter: 
 

Northanger Abbey is essential to Potter-philes, 
though Emma is Rowling’s favorite book 
and Mansfield Park the story of a child’s growth in 
a magical place from 10 to 17 (with the wicked Mrs. 
Norris!), because Abbey is a book about books, the 
intersection of reading and reality, and a parody of 
Gothic novels. Poor Catherine learns that her 
romantic ideas about the secluded rooms at the 
Abbey, the found text, and the mysterious, 
imperious Pater Familias are all mistaken, 

consequences of her imagining herself a Gothic heroine in an otherworldly thriller. 
And then… the old man turns out to be a beast, turns her out of the house, and her 
real life adventure begins. What Rowling does with her comic treatment of the 
Gothic genre clichés in the Hogwarts Saga – ghosts, castle, scar, dangerous forest, 
found book, separation and reconciliation, etc., etc. – in novels laced with 
references to other novels, we see first in Northanger Abbey, Austen’s loving 
parody and commentary on imagination, literature, and real life. 
 

 
          
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Where to Find 
a Copy of Abbey 

         Project Gutenberg 

         Amazon.com 

         BetterWorldBooks.com 

         FetchBook.info 

 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/121/121-h/121-h.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Northanger-Abbey-Penguin-Classics-Austen/dp/0141439793/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498312168&sr=1-1&keywords=northanger+abbey
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/?q=Northanger%20Abbey&hPP=10&idx=BWB.com&p=0&fR%5BWebsites%5D%5B0%5D=1&is_v=1
http://www.fetchbook.info/search.do?search=%22Northanger+Abbey%22&searchBy=Title&Submit=Search
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Molesworth 

Rowling wrote about College: 
 
“It was then that I turned thoughtfully 
towards the Classics department. 
Somewhere along those unknown corridors, 
it was whispered, lurked a subsidiary course 
which went by the name of “Greek and 
Roman Studies,” and the word on the street 
was that one did not need any Greek or Latin 
to join up. This was fortunate, as my Latin 
consisted of the word cave, which I had 
gleaned from the Molesworth books.” 

  

Plot Summary/Critic’s Admiration: 
The British School Boy novel tradition 
begins heroically with Tom Brown’s 
Schooldays (1857) and peaks in sales and 
influence perhaps with the Enid Blyton 
schoolgirl six book series St Clare’s and 
Malory Towers (1941-1951). The genre 
had already descended into something 
like fantasy with the original Billy Bunter 
stories (1908-1940) but with Geoffrey 
Willans and Ronald Searle’s Molesworth 
(1953-1958) it becomes satiric farce. 
Nigel Molesworth’s borderline 
incomprehensible (to this American!) 
”any fule kno” self-narrated 
misadventures at St Custard’s with the 
terrifyingly funny line drawings explode 
every facet of the public school mythos. 

  

“Headmasters are always 

very proud of their skools 

and think they are the 

best in the world in 

Britain in space or at any 

rate better than the 

nearest one in the 

districk. They sa ‘Ah ahem 

to tell the truth the boys 

are ahem ahem not er 

quite in fact just not the 

type we want.’ A fine 

thing to sa with me 

around I must sa.” 

http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/whence-hogwarts-rowling-molesworth-influence-and-intertextuality/#more-12402


Molesworth 
 

Nigel Molesworth’s Relevance to 
Understanding Harry Potter: 

Scrimgouer, Wizard Wheezes, “brainy girls 
named Hermione,” and a school named 
Hogwarts all have their origins in the 
Molesworth books. The satiric picture of 
Dudley Dursley in his Smeltings uniform – 
knickerbockers, boater, and stick – and 
the Public School pride and arrogance of 
the Dursleys are echoes of Molesworth, 
the quality of which are also found in 
almost every caricature teacher at 
Hogwarts, especially the ugly “Hem, hem, 
hem”  of Dolores Umbridge. Rowling 
subverts the empire values of the genre to 
deliver postmodern ones (see Sturgis’ 
‘Hogwarts in America’) and Molesworth is 

her model for the takedown. 
 
 
  Where to Find a Copy 

Amazon.com 
 

BetterWorldBooks.com 
 

FetchBook.info 

 

 

Best Critical Papers On-line: 

Patty Houghton: 
“Harry Potter and the English 

School Novel” 
John Granger: 

"Whence ‘Hogwarts’?..." 
Amy Sturgis: 

"Hogwarts In America" 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Modern-Classics-Molesworth-Penguin/dp/0141186003/ref=asap_bc?ie=UTF8
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/Molesworth-id-9780141186009.aspx
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780141186009
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~library/Library_Bulletin/Apr2000/Houghton.html?mswitch-redir=classic
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~library/Library_Bulletin/Apr2000/Houghton.html?mswitch-redir=classic
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/whence-hogwarts-rowling-molesworth-influence-and-intertextuality/
http://reason.com/archives/2016/11/18/hogwarts-in-america
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Pale Fire 
Vladimir Nabokov 

Rowling says about Nabokov: 

 “There just isn’t enough time to discuss how a plot that 
could have been the most worthless pornography becomes, 
in Nabakov’s (sic) hands, a great and tragic love story, and I 
could exhaust my reservoir of superlatives trying to 
describe the quality of the writing.” 

 
“The writer I really love,” says Rowling in an interview with 
Thomas Bodmer, “the one I really love is Nabokov. Lolita is 
probably my favorite novel of the twentieth century: he has everything, he is comical, 
tragic…  

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s Admiration 

Pale Fire is much less well-known than Nabokov’s 
Lolita but many readers, from Nabokov scholar 
Brian Boyd (“Nabokov’s most perfect novel”) to 
author Mary McCarthy (“A creation of perfect 
beauty, symmetry, strangeness, originality, and 
moral truth”), consider Fire the better work.  
The book has four parts: Pale Fire itself, a four 
canto, 999 line poem by John Shade, and a 
foreword, commentary on the poem, and index by 
Charles Kinbote. In Shade’s meditation on his life 
and family, on death and art, Nabokov writes the 
best Robert Frost poem not written by Frost. 
Kinbote’s foreword reveal he is an eccentric; his 
notes on the poem relate the interwoven tales of 
his madness. The reader learns though Kinbote’s 
glosses on Shade’s text about the annotator’s life as 
the King of Zembla and his escape, his friendship 

with the poet on an American college campus, and the story of the Zemblan assassin who 
failed to kill him but shot Shade instead. A parody of modern verse, adventure fiction, 
academic commentary on literature, as well as thriller espionage fiction, Pale Fire is a 
book about books and a reading experience about reading that is a delightfully puzzling 
and engaging read in itself.  

“The writer I 

really love, the 

one I really love 

is Nabokov…. 

He has 

everything, he 

is comical, 

tragic…” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0500-heraldsun-templeton.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0500-heraldsun-templeton.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0500-heraldsun-templeton.html
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/guest-post-why-nabokov-would-have-liked-harry-potter-michael-maar/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/guest-post-why-nabokov-would-have-liked-harry-potter-michael-maar/


 

Relevance to Understanding Harry Potter: 

Besides mentioning Nabokov in every list of 
her favorite writers, Rowling sprinkles names 
from his work throughout the Hogwarts Saga: 
Dolores, Lupin, Sybil, Argus, Sirius, 
‘rubius,’Luna, a Fleur de Fyler who clearly is 
part Veela, and even the Grindelwod 
mentioned in Pale Fire. Every one of the Harry 
Potter stories turns on the correct 
interpretation of a text the characters struggle 
to remember, interpret or understand, from 
the Chocolate Frog card of Albus Dumbledore 

in Stone to the Tales of Beedle the Bard in Hallows. They are not mad as 
Kinbote is, but their mistaken ideas about what they read similarly drive 
the texts. In the Hogwarts adventures, as Nabokov does in Pale Fire, 
Rowling hilariously parodies and refashions Schoolboy fiction, High 
fantasy, Alchemical drama, and Gothic romance while offering satisfying 
and delightful instances of these genres at the same time.  

Nabokov scholar 
Michael Maar 
wrote a book in 
2003 called Why 
Nabokov Would 
Have Liked Harry 
Potter. I think he 
would have 

loved the series.      
 

                                                                       

  

Where to Find a 

Copy 

Amazon.com 

 

BetterWorldBooks.com 

 

FetchBook.info 

  Best Critical Papers On-
line: 

Brian Boyd: Shade and 
Shape in Pale Fire 

John Granger: J. K. Rowling’s 
‘Relationship’ with Vladimir 

Nabokov 
John Granger: Rowling’s 

Rings and Vladimir 
Nabokov’s Story Mirrors  

 

file:///C:/Users/psaltejohn/Documents/Documents/Dumbledore%20Academy/Lead%20Magnet%201/Amazon.com
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/Pale-Fire-id-9780679723424.aspx
file:///C:/Users/psaltejohn/Documents/Documents/Dumbledore%20Academy/Lead%20Magnet%201/FetchBook.info
https://www.libraries.psu.edu/nabokov/boydpf1.htm
https://www.libraries.psu.edu/nabokov/boydpf1.htm
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/harry-potter-and-lolita-j-k-rowlings-relationship-with-vladimir-nabokov/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/harry-potter-and-lolita-j-k-rowlings-relationship-with-vladimir-nabokov/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/harry-potter-and-lolita-j-k-rowlings-relationship-with-vladimir-nabokov/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/rings-mirrors-and-the-alchemical-transcendence-of-ego-reflection-in-the-structure-of-lolita-and-harry-potter/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/rings-mirrors-and-the-alchemical-transcendence-of-ego-reflection-in-the-structure-of-lolita-and-harry-potter/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/rings-mirrors-and-the-alchemical-transcendence-of-ego-reflection-in-the-structure-of-lolita-and-harry-potter/
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The Woman Who Walked 
into Doors 

 
Rowling says about Roddy Doyle: 

“Of contemporary writers, I think Roddy Doyle is an 
absolute genius.“  
 
“My favorite writer is Jane Austen and I've read all 
her books so many times I've lost count. My 
favorite living writer is Roddy Doyle, who I think is 
a genius. I think they do similar things--create fully 
rounded characters, often without much or indeed 
any physical description, examine normal human 
behavior in a very unsentimental and yet touching 
way--and, of course, they're FUNNY.”  
 
[The Woman Who Walked Into Doors] is the most remarkable book. Roddy Doyle 
gets inside the head of his character so utterly, so completely. I don't think I've ever 
encountered such a believable, fully rounded female character from any other 
heterosexual male writer in any age. … He also leaves her with her dignity, even 
though what she's going through is a horrific thing. And he does it all in such a 
subtle way. I do think he's a genius. His dialogue is irreproachable. And your 
heart...you're totally drawn into his books. I'm very passionate about Roddy Doyle. 

 

 
Best Critical Paper On-Line: 
Daniel Podgorski – ‘Not Himself: 
The Woman Who Walked Into 
Doors and the Ethics of 
Representation’ 
  

“I do think he's a genius. His 

dialogue is irreproachable. 

And your heart...you're 

totally drawn into his 

books. I'm very passionate 

about Roddy Doyle.” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm
https://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?docId=6230
https://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html?docId=6230
http://www.oprah.com/omagazine/jk-rowlings-books-that-made-a-difference#ixzz4kx4i4IDv
http://thegemsbok.com/art-reviews-and-articles/tuesday-tome-woman-who-walked-into-doors-roddy-doyle/


     The Woman Who 
    Walked into Doors                                                   
   
Plot Summary/Critic’s Admiration: 
The Woman Who Walked Into Doors is 
the nightmare narrative with eerily comic 
touches of a Dublin housewife married to 
an abusive husband. “I walked into a 
door” is what a battered woman tells the 
emergency room interns what happened 
to her rather than admit she was beaten. 
Many consider Doors Booker Prize 

winner Doyle’s best. “With this book, Doyle attains a new level of 
excellence. He writes about a woman's experience with a perception 
that is rare, a compassion that is scorching and an uncompromising 
frankness that splinters his heroine's suffering directly into the 
reader's heart” (PW). “The novel is filled with sharply observed, 
amusingly distinctive characters, including even Paula's young 
children. Hardly any other writer alive can create families and 
neighborhoods full of mutually involved people with such easy 
authority. And nobody alive uses filthy language with such 
exuberant expressive virtuosity” (Kirkus). “A powerful feminist 
novel… written by a man,” Doors is beautifully written, disturbing, 
and haunting.   

https://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-670-86775-2
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/roddy-doyle/the-woman-who-walked-into-doors/
https://vulpeslibris.wordpress.com/2008/07/24/the-woman-who-walked-into-doors-by-roddy-doyle/


 
The Woman Who 

Walked into Doors 
 

Relevance to Understanding 
Harry Potter: 

 
Patrick McCauley in his Into the Pensieve 
revealed that the Hogwarts Saga at its 
foundation is an epic feminist story of the 
consequences over time of violence 
against women; every major story-line in 
Harry’s adventures begins with an attack 
on or the chronic abuse of a woman (i.e., Lily Potter, Ariana Dumbledore, 
Merope Gaunt, and Eileen Prince).  Rowling’s Casual Vacancy and 
Cormoran Strike novels continue her exposition of this theme in much 
more explicit fashion. That the book she recommended to Oprah 
Winfrey’s Book Club was Doyle’s The Woman Who Walked Into Doors 
testifies to the centrality of this subject in her vision as much as it does 
to Doyle’s phenomenal ability to capture nuance, character, and the 
slipperiness of memory in the details of scene and thought. 
 

 

 

 

  

Where You Can  

Find a Copy: 

Amazon.com 

BetterWorldBooks.com 

FetchBook.info 

https://www.amazon.com/Into-Pensieve-Philosophy-Mythology-Potter/dp/0764349457
https://www.amazon.com/Woman-Who-Walked-into-Doors/dp/0670867756/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498336127&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Woman+Who+Walked+into+Doors
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/The-Woman-Who-Walked-Into-Doors-id-9780140255126.aspx
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780140255126&startFrom=1
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Cheri - Colette 
Rowling says about the author: 

Who are your favourite writers now? 
“Jane Austen, Nabokov, Colette.”  
 
“Writers I most admire are: E. Nesbit, Jane 
Austen, Vladimir Nabokov and Colette.”  
 
JR: Who are your favorite writers?  
JKR: Of contemporary writers, I think 
Roddy Doyle is a genius. But my big three are Nabokov, Colette and Jane 
Austen. 
 
“I could never write the way Colette did. I’ve never found anything to 
match her descriptive passages, ever. She was a sensual writer, and way 
beyond her time. Chéri is a love story between a spoilt young man and 
his mistress who has ‘been there, done that.’ He’s self-centred and 
vicious, and she ultimately turns out to be very noble. The final scene is 
incredibly moving; it makes me cry. I absolutely bow to Colette, but I 
think if she could hear me, she would probably tell me where to get lost, 
because she was that kind of woman.” 

 
Best Critical Paper On-Line: 

 
Angela Carter: ‘Colette’  
London Review of Books 

 

“I absolutely bow to 

Colette, but I think if she 

could hear me, she would 

probably tell me where to 

get lost, because she was 

that kind of woman.” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0200-writersdigest-crawford.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1101-candis-renton.html
http://www.oprahmag.co.za/books/reviews/j.k-rowling%E2%80%99s-life-in-books
http://www.oprahmag.co.za/books/reviews/j.k-rowling%E2%80%99s-life-in-books
https://www.lrb.co.uk/v02/n19/angela-carter/colette


Cheri - Colette 
 

Plot Summary/Critic’s Admiration: 
The scene is Paris sometime before the 
First World War and the story is the 
relationship of an aging, wealthy 
courtesan, Lea, 49, and her lover, Cheri, 
the as rich son of another coquette, 25. 
After five years together, his ‘kept lover’ 
situation is ending as he prepares to 
marry a younger woman. Cheri is 
remarkably the tale of Colette’s past – her 
mother’s relationship with Colette’’s 
older brother was borderline incestuous – 

and of her future; she has an affair with her step-son as long as Lea’s 
with Cheri that begins a short time after the book was published in 1920 
(Secrets of the Flesh: A Life of Colette, pp 284, 296). The sensuality and 
richness of the prose never descends to or even approaches the 
pornographic but the exotic and erotic nature of their affair, not to 
mention the social niche in which Lea and Cheri live, lends the novel a 
passion, the joy of youth and fading beauty, perhaps unique to it. That 
the author wrote that she had “never written anything as moral as 
Cheri” (Secrets, p 299) rings of truth, given the remarkable finish, while 
it neglects the ‘defamiliarizing’ quality of every page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where to Find 
a Copy 

Project Gutenberg 
Amazon.com 

BetterWorldBooks.com 
FetchBook.info 

https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Flesh-Colette-Ballantine-Readers/dp/0345371038/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498343925&sr=1-1&keywords=secrets+of+the+flesh
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/6484?msg=welcome_stranger
https://www.amazon.com/Cheri-Last-Colette/dp/0374528012/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498338460&sr=1-3&keywords=Cheri
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/Cheri-id-BWB28567472.aspx
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780517122600&startFrom=1


Cheri - Colette 
 

Relevance to Understanding  
Rowling and Harry Potter: 

 
Rowling’s three favorite writers – Austen, 
Nabokov, and Colette – are writers of 
parody bordering on satire (Nabokov: 
"Satire is a lesson, parody is a game"). They 
play with the genre conventions and the 
social sensibilities of their time and in the 
process they reinvent the mores as well as 
the readers of their books. Cheri is a trip 
into upside-land where the accepted 

practice of an older wealthy man ‘keeping’ a young mistress as a marker 
of his continuing virility and source of physical pleasure is turned on its 
head. 
 
 Angela Carter further suggests “They could both as well be men; or both 
women. Psychologically, Chéri could just as well be Chérie and Léa Léo, 
except that we are socially acclimatised to the sexual vanity of middle-
aged men.” The story is as upsetting to expectations of Boy Gets Girl love 
story as Lolita is to someone expecting a Harlequin romance and 
Northanger Abbey to the lover of Gothic ‘horrids.’  
 
As important, I think, for understanding Rowling are the interior mirrors 
Colette writes inside her book, both to the cougar and child tale in the 
picture of the septuagenarian courtesan and her teen lover, an Italian 
princeling, and to the exterior world practice of fixed marriages in Cheri’s 
engagement to the daughter of another wealthy courtesan (Secrets 
describes both these mirrors as “parodies,” of the “bourgeoise marriage 
rituals” 288 and of what the [Cheri/Lea] affair might become” 283). 
Colette embeds her revolutionary commentary on sexual and literary 
conventions in a beautiful romance much as Rowling joyfully renovates 
multiple genres within her Hogwarts stories.  

https://www.lrb.co.uk/v02/n19/angela-carter/colette


 
The Story 
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Amulet 

 
Edith Nesbit 

 
1906 

 
  



The Story of the 
Amulet 

E. Nesbit 
 

Rowling says about E. Nesbit: 
 
“She’s the children’s writer with whom 
I most identify. She said, ‘By some lucky 
chance, I remember exactly how I felt 
and thought at 11.’ That struck a chord 
with me. This was a breakthrough 
children’s book, presenting a real 
narrator at a time when most people 
were writing morality plays for 
children.” 
 

"I love E Nesbit -- I think she is great 
and I identify with the way that she 
writes. Her children are very real 
children and she was quite a 
groundbreaker in her day." 

Best Critical Papers 
On-Line: 

 
Natasha Walter:  

‘The Accidental Realist’ 
Dylan Reid: ‘Three Generations of 

Magic between E. Nesbit, C. S. Lewis, 
and Lev Grossman’

"I love E Nesbit -- I think 

she is great and I 

identify with the way 

that she writes. Her 

children are very real 

children and she was 

quite a groundbreaker 

in her day." 

http://www.oprahmag.co.za/books/reviews/j.k-rowling%E2%80%99s-life-in-books
http://www.oprahmag.co.za/books/reviews/j.k-rowling%E2%80%99s-life-in-books
http://famouspick.blogspot.com/2009/01/jk-rowling-author.html
http://famouspick.blogspot.com/2009/01/jk-rowling-author.html
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2004/oct/09/featuresreviews.guardianreview26
http://www.torontoreviewofbooks.com/2015/11/three-generations-of-magic-between-e-nesbit-c-s-lewis-and-lev-grossman/
http://www.torontoreviewofbooks.com/2015/11/three-generations-of-magic-between-e-nesbit-c-s-lewis-and-lev-grossman/
http://www.torontoreviewofbooks.com/2015/11/three-generations-of-magic-between-e-nesbit-c-s-lewis-and-lev-grossman/


The Story of the 
Amulet 

E. Nesbit 
 

Plot Summary: 
Edith Nesbit, whose works have 
largely been forgotten outside the 
world of Children’s Literature 
specialists and collectors, is 
celebrated among those who admire 
her Railway Children, Treasure 
Seekers, and Psammead adventures 
for her three-dimensional children 
characters, fantasy sans evangelical 
messaging, the neo-paganism of her 

otherworldliness, and for how she weaves her Fabian socialist and 
Golden Dawn spirituality, an evangelical message of its own, into her 
work. The Story of the Amulet’s adventure in which the children visit the 
future, a millenialist paradise as imagined by her fellow Fabian H. G. 

Wells (who is considered a prophet 
in the days to come), after the light 
appears at the center of an initiates’ 
circle is perhaps the best example of 
the realist-portal fantasy writer, 
New Age believer, and secularist 
moralizer Nesbit at her best. And 
worst! 

Where to Find 
a Copy 

 

Project Gutenberg 
 

Amazon.com 
 

BetterWorldBooks.com 
 

FetchBook.info 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/837/837-0.txt
https://www.amazon.com/Story-Amulet-Puffin-Classics/dp/0140367527/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498362496&sr=1-1&keywords=amulet+nesbit
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/?q=Story%20of%20the%20Amulet&hPP=10&idx=BWB.com&p=0&fR%5BWebsites%5D%5B0%5D=1&is_v=1
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780140367522&startFrom=1


The Story of the 
Amulet 

E. Nesbit 
Relevance of Amulet to Understanding 

Harry Potter: 
 
Rowling admires Nesbit, as she says, 
because she was a “ground breaker” in 
Edwardian England in writing semi-realist 
children’s fiction in fantastic settings. A lot 
of this is her belief that Nesbit’s departure 
from the “morality tale” quality of the Kid 
Lit of that era made her a subversive 

writer, whose esoteric spirituality (reflected in circles and centers and 
spoken word magic much like her own work) is decidedly different if still 
moral than moralizing fiction. We’ll come back to this when we get to C. 
S. Lewis because Rowling seems to be stating a preference for Nesbit 
over Lewis in this regard. Though Nesbit’s children never grow up, either. 
 
The big take-away for Potter Pundits reading Nesbit is the connection 
with Fabian socialism (for which, see the Travis Prinzi article online linked 
above and my own about Dumbledore’s politics). In short, Fabian 
gradualism is the Headmaster’s vision; his first Order of the Phoenix is 
populated by members named for Fabian Society stalwarts, not 
revolutionary but for a complete overhaul, over a period of time. 
  



  
The Lord  

of the 
Rings 

 
J. R. R. Tolkien 

 
1955  



The Lord of 
the Rings 

 
J. K. Rowling – A Biography  

Sean Smith: (January, 2001; p 108) 
[Jorge Arantes, Rowling’s first husband, 
claims when they first met in 1992] they 
talked about literature. Joanne invariably 
had The Lord of the Rings with her, which 
she had first read when she was nineteen 
but was one of the books she wanted to 
take to Portugal. Maria Ines [director of the 
language school where Rowling worked in 
Porto] confirms that she always had her 
copy with her and Jorge recalls that she could not put the book down.  
 
Ian Parker, ‘Mugglemarch,’ The New Yorker, October, 2012 
[About Rowling’s life as student at the University of Exeter,] her own 
memory is that she did “no work whatsoever.” She wore heavy eyeliner, 
listened to the Smiths, and read Dickens and Tolkien.  
 
Newsweek, July 2000 
“In fact, I don't really like fantasy. It's not so much that I don't like it, I 
really haven't read a lot of it. I have read "Lord of the Rings," though. I 
read that when I was about 14. I didn't read "The Hobbit" until I was in 
my 20s--much later.”  
 
 
 

  

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/10/01/mugglemarch?currentPage=all
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0700-newsweek-jones3rd.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0700-newsweek-jones3rd.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/0700-newsweek-jones3rd.html


The Lord of 
the Rings 

Rowling says about Tolkien: 
Scholastic.com Interview,                 
October 16, 2000 
 
Q: Hello, I was wondering how 
much Tolkien inspired and influenced 
your writing? 
A: Hard to say. I didn’t read The Hobbit 
until after the first Harry book was written, 
though I read Lord of the Rings when I was 
nineteen. I think, setting aside the obvious 

fact that we both use myth and legend, that the similarities are fairly 
superficial. Tolkien created a whole new mythology, which I would never 
claim to have done. On the other hand, I think I have better jokes.  

 
              BBC Online, March 12, 2001 

Q: What do you think about Tolkien’s 
“Lord of the Rings”? 

JKR: I read it when I was about twenty I think 
and I liked it a lot, though I’ve never re-read it, 
which is revealing (usually with my favourite 
books I re-read them endlessly). But he created 
a whole mythology, an incredible achievement. 

 
 

  

Maria Ines [director 

of the language 

school where 

Rowling worked in 

Porto] confirms 

that she always had 

her copy [of Rings] 

with her and Jorge 

[her first husband] 

recalls that she 

could not put the 

book down. 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/1000-scholastic-chat.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/1000-scholastic-chat.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/1000-scholastic-chat.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2000/1000-scholastic-chat.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/0301-bbc-rednose.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/0301-bbc-rednose.htm


The Lord of 

the Rings 

 
Rowling denies finishing LOTR: 

 
Grossman, Lev. "J.K. Rowling Hogwarts 
and All," Time Magazine, 17 July, 2005 
 
It wasn't until after Sorcerer's Stone was 
published that it even occurred to her 
that she had written [a fantasy 
novel]. "That's the honest truth," she 
says. "You know, the unicorns were in 
there. There was the castle, God knows. But I really had not thought that 
that's what I was doing. And I think maybe the reason that it didn't occur 
to me is that I'm not a huge fan of fantasy." Rowling has never finished 
The Lord of the Rings. … 
 
"I was trying to subvert the genre," Rowling explains bluntly. "Harry 
goes off into this magical world, and is it any better than the world he's 
left? Only because he meets nicer people. Magic does not make his world 
better significantly. The relationships make his world better. Magic in 
many ways complicates his life." 
 
 

  

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm


The Lord of 

the Rings 
 

Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration: 
 

In The Big Read survey of the UK reading 
public in 2003, the goal was to find the most 
popular novel in Great Britain. They narrowed 
the field to 200 titles and then to 21, with the 
proviso that each author would only be 
allowed one title in the top 21. In the 
harrowing and then the finale rounds, more 

than 750,000 were surveyed. Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, the 
most recent book in the series at the time of the survey, came in at #5.  
 
Lord of the Rings? A resounding #1.1 Lord of the Rings won ‘Book of the 
Millenium’ honors in a survey at Amazon.com in 1999 and the Big Read 
equivalents in Germany and Australia in 2004. Tolkien’s work, though 
dismissed for decades as juvenile swords-and-sorcery genre fiction or 
popular fantasy, is now considered literary canon as well. The epic of 
Middle-Earth, Rings pits the forces of men, dwarves, elves, wizards, and 
hobbits against the evil hordes of Sauron. Frodo Baggins, the Ring bearer, 
and a Fellowship of heroic allies travel to Mt Doom on a quest to destroy 
the One Ring, the heart of the Necromancer in Mordor. 
  

                                                           
1 More telling about the popularity of Tolkien and Rowling is that the first three Harry Potter books finished at 
#22, 23, and 24, and The Hobbit at #25, i.e., except for their being ruled out of the finale because of the one 
book in top 21 rule, they would have crowded the top of the list. 



 

The Lord 
of the Rings 

 
Relevance of Lord of the Rings for an 

Understanding of Harry Potter: 
 
For the Potter Pundit, few books are as 
important for understanding Harry Potter 
as The Lord of the Rings. The schoolboy 
adventures cry out with parallels that 
readers familiar with the Ring Saga 
recognize as references made by an 
author well-versed in Tolkien’s epic. My top ten (that is, the ones I can 
reel off from the top of my head) are Aragorn-Aragog-Shelob, the Ring 
Wraiths and the Dementors, Sauron’s Ring and Voldemort’s Horcruxes 
as soul depositories, Sauron “the Nameless One” and the Dark Lord “He 
Who Shall Not Be Named,” Wormtongue and Wormtail, Butterbur the 
bar keep and Butterbeer the Hogsmead favorite, the grand-old wizard 
mentors of Gandalf and Dumbledore, the slow return of the-evil-that-
once-was to power in the two sagas, the magical mirrors Erised and 
that of Galadriel, and the echoes of the Alliance against Sauron in the 
Battle of Hogwarts. There are many, many more (see the Lamson and 
Munroe pieces in the critical literature pieces).                  -- Continued -- 
 
 

  



The Lord 
of the Rings 

 
Relevance of Lord of the Rings for an 

Understanding of Harry Potter: 
 
Rowling in her interviews has been all over 
the map on the subject. In the wake of the 
Sean Smith biography (Jan, 2001), in which 
it was asserted that she had read Rings 
repeatedly at University and her boss and 
her ex-husband both claimed she carried a 
copy with her everywhere during her two 

years in Porto, Portugal, when she began writing Harry Potter, she began 
something of a campaign to deny her relationship with Tolkien. “I read it 
when I was fourteen,” “I never re-
read it,” “I never finished it,” “I’m 
not a fantasy reader,” “the 
similarities are superficial,” 
“Tolkien’s myth creation 
accomplishment is incredible – but I 
have better jokes.”  
 

– Continued -- 
 
 
 
  

Best Critical Papers  

On-Line 

Amy Sturgis, Harry is a Hobbit: 

Rowling, Tolkien, and the 

Question of Readership 

Caroline Monroe, How Much 

was Rowling Inspired by The 

Lord of the Rings? 

http://www.amyhsturgis.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/harryisahobbitpdf.pdf
http://www.amyhsturgis.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/harryisahobbitpdf.pdf
http://www.amyhsturgis.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/harryisahobbitpdf.pdf
http://greenbooks.theonering.net/guest/files/050102.html
http://greenbooks.theonering.net/guest/files/050102.html
http://greenbooks.theonering.net/guest/files/050102.html


The Lord 
of the Rings 

 
Relevance of Lord of the Rings for 

Understanding Harry Potter: 
 
Perhaps as Lamsun suggests this had 
something to do with her ex-husband. 
By 2012, she admits to Ian Parker at 
The New Yorker that she did little at the 
University of Exeter beyond “listening 
to the Smiths and reading Dickens and 
Tolkien.”  
 
Tolkien critics both those who admire 
and those who dislike Rowling’s artistry 
agree with her, though, that the 
“similarities are superficial” (see the 
Greydanus article in the link to the 
right). Leonie Caldecott even says that 
Rowling “missed an opportunity” to 
make a compelling parallel with 
Wormtongue and Wormtail or to make 
a redemption story out of Pettigrew’s 
death but she “missteps.”  
 

– Continued -- 

  

Best Critical Papers 
On-Line 

 
Maureen Lamson, 

Rowling’s Interviews vs. Her Texts: 
On Tolkien and Lewis 

 
Steven Greydanus, 

‘Harry Potter vs Gandalf’    
 

Leonie Caldecott, A Wizard’s 
Mission: Christian Themes in Harry 

Potter 

file:///C:/Users/psaltejohn/Documents/Documents/Dumbledore%20Academy/Lead%20Magnet%201/Modal%20TriggerInline%20image%201http:/nypost.com/2000/07/11/a-dark-flashback-inpotter-authors-tall-ex-junkie-hubby-demanding-right-to-see-their-daughter/
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/tolkien-and-rowling-a-case-for-text-only/comment-page-1/#comment-4603
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/tolkien-and-rowling-a-case-for-text-only/comment-page-1/#comment-4603
http://decentfilms.com/articles/magic
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/2008-01/wizards-mission
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/2008-01/wizards-mission
https://www.christiancentury.org/article/2008-01/wizards-mission


The Lord of 
the Rings 

 
Relevance of Lord of the Rings for 

Understanding Harry Potter: 
 
For Potter Pundits, what is instructive 
here is thinking about ‘intertextuality’ 
rather than about derivative-influence 
or originality. Rowling understands 
that imaginative writing grows from a 
“compost heap” of loved stories in an 
author’s mind. Her affectionate and 
often ironic pointers to favorite works 
– Aragorn/Aragog, anyone? – are inside 

jokes between readers of a shared and beloved text. Rowling is 
simultaneously cueing the reader of the echo in the story, her awareness 
of it, and her ability to, as she told Lev Grossman in 2005 about fantasy 
fiction (that doesn’t like and isn’t writing?), “subvert the genre.” 

 
-- Continued -- 

 
 
  

Where to Find a Copy 

 

Amazon.com 

 

BetterWorldBooks.com 

 

FetchBook.info 

https://www.amazon.com/Lord-Rings-50th-Anniversary-Vol/dp/0618640150/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498375270&sr=1-3&keywords=lord+of+the+rings
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/The-Lord-of-the-Rings-id-9780618640157.aspx
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780618640157&startFrom=1


Relevance of Lord of the  
Rings to Understanding Harry Potter: 

 
This means, again, we’re obliged to think of the Tolkien heroic epic 
echoes in Harry Potter, which is at root a Gothic Schoolboy Fiction with 
tongue-in-cheek pretenses of the fate of the world hanging in its balance, 
as parody, or better, it’s loving cousin, pastiche. The death of Peter 
Pettigrew wasn’t a “misstep” from this perspective so much as it is a 
“knight’s move,” a sudden departure from expectation to startle the 
reader and enliven their awareness. 
 
And the remarkable parallels Dr. Amy H. Sturgis finds in the story-telling 
parameters of Tolkien and Rowling? They are there, too. The parody 
quality of Harry Potter does not mean its point is to mock or deride the 
original; the point is to acknowledge the relationship of the texts while 
adapting or “subverting” the formula of the original to the ends of the 
latter. Rowling’s near phrenesis about distancing herself from Tolkien 
when their relationship becomes something like plagiarism in the 
questions about Rings’ influence from reporters is understandable in this 
light, if unfortunate; she isn’t anything like a Tolkien knock-off.  

The 

Lord 

of the 

Rings 



 
 

Manon  
Lescaut 

 
Abbe Prevost 

 
1731   



The Story of Manon 
Lescaut 

 
Rowling says about Manon Lescaut: 

 
What book changed your life? 

There are so many. But the weird thing is 
that the book that immediately leapt to 
mind was Manon Lescaut, by [18th-century 
author] Abbé Prévost. And I haven’t read 
that book for 27 years! But I’m going to give 
that as my answer, because I think my subconscious is quite right. I 
studied it as part of my degree, so I was about 19 or 20, and it’s stuck 
with me — for ever. Fundamentally it’s a tale of obsessive love. What I 
took from it was how much of love is illusion. I’ve seen that proven in my 
life ever since. And it’s always that book I return to in my mind, when I 
watch that happen. Isn’t that what a really great book does? It becomes 
part of the furniture in your head. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“What I took from 

[Manon] was how 

much of love is illusion. 

I’ve seen that proven in 

my life ever since. And 

it’s always that book I 

return to in my mind, 

when I watch that 

happen.” 

Best Critical Papers Online: 

 

Germaine Greer: A Knight’s Tale 

 

Marina Ansari: The Hypocrisy of a Lover 

http://ericawagner.co.uk/an-interview-with-j-k-rowling-who-longs-to-have-dinner-with-colette/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2004/jan/24/featuresreviews.guardianreview34
http://www.theoohtray.com/2010/09/18/classic-book-review-manon-lescaut-by-abbe-prevost/


The Story of Manon 
Lescaut 

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration 

 
Manon Lescaut is a passionate young 
woman on her way to a convent because of 
her parents’ wishes to protect her from sin 
(and their reputations from dirt). She meets 
a pious young man, the Chevalier des 
Grieux who throws off his heritage and 
future to run away with her to Paris. The 
lovers struggle to live a care-free existence 

(the Chevalier is not ashamed by the way he treats his loyal friend or by 
cheating gamblers) and Manon leaves him for a better match. He heads 
to seminary; she finds him after falling out with the new love and seduces 
him again. He loses all eventually but chases her to Louisiana where she 
has been transported for her 
infidelities. Manon dies a tragic death, 
the essential of a Puccini opera, in a 
field and des Grieux returns to France 
with his faithful friend. 

 

Where to Find a Copy 

Project Gutenberg 

(English) 

Project Gutenberg 

(French) 

Amazon.com 

BetterWorldBooks.com 

FetchBook.info 

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/468/pg468.txt
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/17983/pg17983.txt
https://www.amazon.com/Manon-Lescaut-Oxford-Worlds-Classics/dp/0199554927/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498370642&sr=1-2&keywords=manon+lescaut
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/?q=Manon%20Lescaut&hPP=10&idx=BWB.com&p=0&fR%5BWebsites%5D%5B0%5D=1&is_v=1
http://www.fetchbook.info/search.do?search=Manon+Lescaut&searchBy=Keyword&Submit=Search


The Story of 
Manon Lescaut 

 
Relevance to  our Understanding 

Of Harry Potter 
 
It is very doubtful that any memory of this 
mid-18th Century romance would survive 
except among French literary antiquarians 
except for its adaptation into more than 
one opera of note and because it is saucy 
and challenging enough to be included in 
French language program upper courses in 
University. Rowling’s admission that Manon Lescaut is a book “that 
changed my life” and is “part of the furniture in [her] head” makes it 
important reading for Potter pundits because she says her take-away 

lesson is “how much of love is illusion. I’ve 
seen that proven in my life ever since.” This 
is a peculiar moral to draw from the tale; des 
Grieux’ love is akin to Severus Snape’s for 
Lily, i.e., “Always,” despite being unrequited. 
Could Rowling be suggesting that Snape’s 
Heathcliff-like obsession was “illusory,” 
more remorse and grief than love?  

Best Critical Papers 

Online: 

Germaine Greer: A 

Knight’s Tale 

Marina Ansari: The 

Hypocrisy of a Lover 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2004/jan/24/featuresreviews.guardianreview34
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2004/jan/24/featuresreviews.guardianreview34
http://www.theoohtray.com/2010/09/18/classic-book-review-manon-lescaut-by-abbe-prevost/
http://www.theoohtray.com/2010/09/18/classic-book-review-manon-lescaut-by-abbe-prevost/
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the Smoke 
 
 

Margery Allingham 
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The Tiger in the Smoke 
 

Rowling says about Margery Allingham: 
Referring to the “golden age”, she said she was a 
fan of authors Agatha Christie, Dorothy L Sayers, 
Margery Allingham and Ngaio Marsh, who wrote 
in the mid-20th Century. 
 
“My very favourite of those four is Allingham, 
and she’s the least known,” she said. “The Tiger 
in the Smoke is a phenomenal novel.” (BBC) 
 
Beatrice Groves, author of Literary Allusion in Harry Potter  writes: 
 
“Rowling mentions her love of Margery Allingham in the 2014 
interview which she did as her alter ego Robert Galbraith. In this 
interview she says that she read Allingham’s ‘phenomenal’ novel The 
Tiger in the Smoke ‘one fraught Christmas when I had a new-born baby.’ 
It seems highly likely that she is referring to Christmas 1993, after the 

birth of her first child, when she was just 
beginning to write Harry Potter and may 
well have been looking for names….[G]iven 
that we can pin-point her reading of [Tiger 
in the Smoke] to the moment she was 
starting Potter, it gives more evidence for 
Allingham as a source for Rowling!” 

“In talking about her 

absolute favourite 

crime novel, JK 

Rowling went for The 

Tiger In The Smoke by 

M Allingham.” (The 

Crime Vault) 

http://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-28381658
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/john-dawlish-and-margery-allingham/comment-page-1/#comment-1434999
https://www.amazon.com/Literary-Allusion-Harry-Potter-Hogwarts/dp/113828467X
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbvJbbgFhrQ.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbvJbbgFhrQ.


The Tiger in 
the Smoke 

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration: 

 
Margery Allingham, if you’re like me, is 
the most famous writer you’ve never read 
or heard of. Only an interview that 
mystery writer Ian Rankin did at The New 
Yorker alerted me to Allingham’s 
existence and importance to Potter 
Pundits. 

 
 “Rowling has talked to him of her admiration for British crime writing of 
the nineteen-twenties and thirties. ‘She loves Margery Allingham and 
Dorothy L. Sayers,’ he said.” 
 
Tiger in the Smoke is more a thriller than a murder mystery. The ‘Tiger’ 
of the title is a psychopathic murderer who 
has escaped from prison and is on the prowl 
of post-war London in deep fog (the ‘smoke’). 
He is searching for clues – and murdering 
those who get in his way -- to the 
whereabouts of a treasure his commanding 
officer on a pre-D-Day mission in France 
revealed to him. Allingham’s detective 
Campion is a bit player in this drama with 
heavy philosophical overtones, all of which 
we meet again in Harry Potter.  

Where to Find 
a Copy 

Amazon.com 
BetterWorldBooks

.com 
FetchBook.info 

 

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/10/01/mugglemarch
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/10/01/mugglemarch
https://www.amazon.com/Tiger-Smoke-Campion-Mystery/dp/1911295217/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1498375819&sr=1-1
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9781509826780
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9781509826780
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/?q=Tiger%20in%20the%20Smoke&hPP=10&idx=BWB.com&p=0&fR%5BWebsites%5D%5B0%5D=1&is_v=1


The Tiger in 
the Smoke 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter: 
 
Beatrice Groves in her Literary Allusion in 
Harry Potter (2017) explains the “explicit 
link of Voldemort’s name with 
[Rowling’s] mother’s maiden name” and 
“the extent to which her mother’s death 
(mort de Volant) is central to the 
exploration of mortality in Harry Potter” (pp 137-138). If the author 
needed a kick-start from a book she was enjoying to inspire the terminal 
jumping connections to get from mort de Volant to ‘Voldemort,’ they are 
in Tiger in the Smoke’s crucial confrontation between evil and good, 
egotism and sacrificial love, a psychopathic killer and a priest, after 

midnight in a pitch-black church.  
 
The priest or Canon with a knife at his 
throat in their rich exchange about the soul 
and human life calls the killer’s perspective 
on life “the pursuit of death” and links it to 
“the Frenchmen,” the existentialist nihilists 
like Sartre so popular in France at that time 
(1952).              – Continued -- 
 
  

Best Critical Paper 

Online 

John Granger: 

Margery 

Allingham’s Tiger in 

the Smoke – Origin 

of Voldemort? 
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The Tiger in 
the Smoke 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter: 
 
It is a scene so rich with echoes of the 
Dark Lord’s battle with Dumbledore at 
the cathedral-like Ministry atrium in 
Phoenix, the cathedral-like vault of 
Harry’s ‘King’s Cross’ conversation with 
the late Headmaster in Deathly Hallows 
(Voldemort’s soul in agony off to one 
side), and the Pensieve-perceived 
Dumbledore interview with the new 

Lord Voldemort in his office in Prince that it is a must for Potter Pundits 
to see what Rowling uses, what she changes, and the different effects of 
both.  
 
The story’s full-circle surprise ending is as satisfying and jarring a reversal 
and return to origin as a Rowling puzzler. Don’t neglect this Rowling 
favorite – or my write-up about it at HogwartsProfessor. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/the-origin-and-meaning-of-voldemort-allinghams-the-tiger-in-the-smoke/


 
The Libation 

Bearers 
Part 2 of the Oresteia 

 
Aeschylus 
458 B. C.  



The Oresteia 
 
Rowling says about Aeschylus: 
 
‘Harry Potter’ Author J.K. Rowling 
Opens Up About Books’ Christian 
Imagery, Shawn Adler, Oct 17 2007. 
“I really enjoyed choosing those two 
quotations [as the Deathly Hallows 
epigraphs] because one is pagan, of 
course, and one is from a Christian 
tradition,” Rowling said of their 
inclusion. “I’d known it was going to 
be those two passages since Chamber 
was published. I always knew [that] if I could use them at the beginning 
of book seven then I’d cued up the ending perfectly. If they were 
relevant, then I went where I needed to go. 
“They just say it all to me, they really do,” she added. 

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration 
Rowling’s opening of Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows with a quotation 
from ‘The Libation Bearers,’ the second 
play in Aeschylus’ Oresteia trilogy was a 
marker that she was either after very 
big game indeed or was playing Elmer 
Fudd hunting the rabbit in mock 
serious-ness.  

“I always knew [that] if I 

could use [the epigraphs] 

at the beginning of book 

seven then I’d cued up 

the ending perfectly. If 

they were relevant, then 

I went where I needed to 

go.” 

http://www.mtv.com/news/1572107/harry-potter-author-jk-rowling-opens-up-about-books-christian-imagery/
http://www.mtv.com/news/1572107/harry-potter-author-jk-rowling-opens-up-about-books-christian-imagery/
http://www.mtv.com/news/1572107/harry-potter-author-jk-rowling-opens-up-about-books-christian-imagery/


The Oresteia 
 

Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration 
(continued): 

 
It doesn’t get any more archetypal and 
profound than this, folks. The first play is 
about the treacherous murder of 
Agamemnon, the returning hero. Libation 
Bearers is the story of Orestes, 
Agamemnon’s son, avenging this murder 
by killing his mother. The conclusion (a 
fourth play was lost) is about the 
otherworldly trial of Orestes for this 
crime. Rowling chooses the pivotal center 

of the central play, a choral chant of what it’s all about, as her launch 
point for the finale of her story.  
 
It’s fitness as the introduction to 
the conclusion of the Hogwarts 
saga speaks to the seriousness of 
Rowling as a writer, especially in 
light of her declaration that, 
from at least the writing of 
Chamber, she’d been working to 
set up the Aeschylus opening of 
Hallows. 
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The Oresteia 
 

Relevance to our greater 
Understanding of Harry Potter: 

Rowling was never a “classicist” in the 
sense of studying Latin and Greek, in her 
own words she was all but a failure even 
as a classical studies (mythology) 
student, and we learn in the Sean Smith 
biography that she was advised to drop 
out of the program at the end of her 
second university year (p. 87). But she 
“liked the Classics side of things” more 
than her French ‘major,’ Yvette Cowles, 
a contemporary at Exeter remembers. 
“She liked those mythological stories” (Smith, p. 83). Rowling, too, wrote 
about her seeming failure at Classics studies that it wasn’t for lack of love 
for the subject, one she has pursued after graduation. “A shelf next to 

me as I tap out these words is dotted 
with books on Greek mythology, all of 
which were purchased post-Exeter.” I’m 
pretty sure the Oresteia is on that shelf. 
Because even reading just at the surface 
of the epigraph from Aeschylus tells us a 
great deal. 
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The Oresteia 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter (continued): 
Orestes, Electra, and Pylades are Harry, 
Hermione, and Ron story parallels about 
to undertake a sacrificial mission to 
avenge the murder of a parent (or two), 
fulfill the destiny prophesied for the boy 
who lived, who knowingly embraces his 
almost certain death. For the action 
of Deathly Hallows, this scene and prayer 
of the epigraph is a great lead in. The 
defeat of the Dark Lord and restoration 

of order and justice all come down to the Terrible Trio and their acting 
their parts. And we get a boost from the shades of Harry’s parents in the 
Forbidden Forest. Bingo. Complete match-up with Libation Bearers. 
 
And there’s more, as I explain in my post on the subject. In the Aeschylus 
epigraph we not only get pointers to the surface story points of Deathly 
Hallows, but its more challenging moral and allegorical meanings, and, 
for those willing to do the meditative slow mining Ruskin urges the 
serious reader to, the iconographic or anagogical depths of Harry Potter. 
The series finale is relatively comic compared to any part of 
Aeschylus’ Oresteia — remember Peeves’ song capturing the “scope and 
tragedy of the thing” (page 746) — but Hallows does communicate a 
large part of the archetypal freight in the Oresteia, not in spite of but 
because of our assimilation into the story and identification with the Trio. 
Potter Pundits wanting to know the foundations of Rowling’s literary 
artistry and ambition have got to read some Aeschylus.  

http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/the-aeschylus-epigraph-in-deathly-hallows/
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The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
Rowling says a lot about C. S. Lewis: 
 
Rowling has been asked about no author as 
frequently as she has about C. S. Lewis, 
whose seven book series The Chronicles of 
Narnia many assume was the model for 
her seven Hogwarts adventures. Here is a 
heavy sample largely taken from Maureen 
Samson’s survey (link below) – 
 

1997: Electronic Telegraph, 2 August 1997 
“Rowling read and loved [Kes] (sic) as a child, but 
she also revelled in [Narnia] and [Ballet Shoes] 
and Paul Gallico. Yet she says that fantasy doesn’t 
greatly appeal to her.” 
 
1998: Electronic Telegraph, 25 July 1998 
“[Rowling] loved C. S. Lewis and E. Nesbit, but was 
not such a fan of Roald Dahl. As for the Enid Blyton 
books, Rowling says she read them all, but was 
never tempted to go back to them, whereas she 
would read and re-read Lewis. “Even now, if I was 
in a room with one of the Narnia books I would 
pick it up like a shot and re-read it.”” 

 
  

“C. S. Lewis is 

a genius… 

Even now, if I 

was in a room 

with one of 

the Narnia 

books I would 

pick it up like 

a shot and re-

read it.” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/1997/0897-telegraph-dunn.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/1998/0798-telegraph-bertodano.html


The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
Rowling and C. S. Lewis (continued): 
 
1998: The Australian, 7 November  
“Fantasy is not my favourite genre. 
Although I love C. S. Lewis, I have a 
problem with his imitators.” At 33, 
Rowling still re-reads The Chronicles of 
Narnia, famous for The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe (she likes The Voyage 

of the Dawn Treader best) along with other childhood favourites, E. 
Nesbit, Paul Gallico and Noel Streatfield. 
 
2001: Comic Relief, March 2001 
Q. Did you read the Narnia books when you were a child? 
A. Yes I did and I liked them though all the Christian symbolism utterly 
escaped me it was only when I re-read them later in life 
that it struck me forcibly. 
 
2001: Sydney Morning Herald, October 28,  
“I found myself thinking about the wardrobe route to 
Narnia [in the CS Lewis series including The Lion, The Witch 
And The Wardrobe] when Harry is told he has to hurl 
himself at a barrier in Kings Cross Station – it dissolves and 
he’s on platform Nine and Three-Quarters, and there’s the 
train for Hogwarts.  

 

“I wasn't 

trying to 

do what 

C.S. Lewis 

did.” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/1998/1198-australian-blakeney.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/0301-comicrelief-staff.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm


The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
2001: Sydney Morning Herald, October 28, 
2001 (continued) 
Narnia is literally a different world, whereas 
in the Harry books you go into a world within 
a world that you can see if you happen to 
belong. A lot of the humour comes from 
collisions between the magic and the 
everyday worlds. Generally there isn’t much humour in the Narnia books, 
although I adored them when I was a child. I got so caught up I didn’t 
think CS Lewis was especially preachy. Reading them now I find that his 
subliminal message isn’t very subliminal at all.” 
 
2005: ITV Cub Reporters, July 16 
“I actually didn’t read a lot of fantasy, funnily enough, and although I did 
read the Narnia books but I never finished the series, I never read the 
final book and I still haven’t read it.” 
 
2005: Time Magazine, 17 July, 2005 
“Rowling has never finished The Lord of the Rings. She hasn’t even read 
all of C.S. Lewis’ Narnia novels, which her books get compared to a lot. 
There’s something about Lewis’ sentimentality about children that gets 
on her nerves. “There comes a point where Susan, who was the older 
girl, is lost to Narnia because she becomes interested in lipstick. She’s 
become irreligious basically because she found sex,” Rowling says. “I 
have a big problem with that.”…  

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2001/1001-sydney-renton.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-edinburgh-ITVcubreporters.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm


The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
2005: Time Magazine, 17 July  
"I was trying to subvert the genre," Rowling 
explains bluntly. "Harry goes off into this 
magical world, and is it any better than the 
world he's left? Only because he meets nicer 
people. Magic does not make his world 
better significantly. The relationships make 
his world better. Magic in many ways 
complicates his life."… 
 

And unlike Lewis, whose books are drenched in theology, Rowling 
refuses to view herself as a moral educator to the millions of children 
who read her books.  
 
"I don't think that it's at all healthy for the 
work for me to think in those terms. So I 
don't," she says. "I never think in terms of 
What am I going to teach them? Or, What 
would it be good for them to find out 
here?" 

 
"Although," she adds, "undeniably, morals 
are drawn. 
 
  

“Although I adored the 

[Narnia books] when I 

was a child. I got so 

caught up I didn’t think 

CS Lewis was especially 

preachy. Reading them 

now I find that his 

subliminal message 

isn’t very subliminal at 

all.” 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-time-grossman.htm


 

The Magician’s 
Nephew 

Rowling about C. S. Lewis (continued): 
2007: Time, December 19 

 
Rowling's religious agenda is very clear: 
she does not have one. "I did not set out 
to convert anyone to Christianity. I 
wasn't trying to do what C.S. Lewis did. 
It is perfectly possible to live a very 
moral life without a belief in God, and I 

think it's 
perfectly 

possible to live a life peppered with ill-doing 
and believe in God."  
 

2005: BBC4, December 10 
That beautiful image in C.S. Lewis where 
there are the pools - the world [sic, 
‘Wood’] between worlds - and you can 
jump into the different pools to access the 
different worlds. And that, for me, was 
always a metaphor for a library. I know 
Lewis wasn't actually thinking that when he 
wrote it, of course... but to me, that was to 
jump into these different pools, to enter 

different worlds, what a beautiful place, and that, for me, is what 
literature should be.   

There’s something 

about Lewis’ 

sentimentality 

about children 

that gets on her 

nerves…. "I was 

trying to subvert 

the genre," 

Rowling explains 

bluntly. 

http://content.time.com/time/specials/2007/personoftheyear/article/0,28804,1690753_1695388_1695436,00.html
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/1205-bbc-fry.html


The Magician’s 
Nephew 

Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration: 
C. S. Lewis’ The Magician’s Nephew was the 
last book in The Chronicles of Narnia that 
he wrote though it is often read first and it 
is the piece in the series that he struggled 
with most. It is the story of Digory Kirke and 
Polly Plummer, two children living in 
Edwardian London, who are transported to 
a “Wood between the Worlds” by magic 
rings (Portkey!) belonging to Kirke’s Uncle 
Andrew. They travel to Charn and 

unwittingly revive Jadis, who returns with them against their wishes to 
the Wood and then to London. After the sorceress tries to subdue that 
city, the children succeed in taking her back to the Wood, from which 
nexus they depart for Narnia, a world they witness being sung into 
existence by the divine lion, Aslan. 
 
Magician’s Nephew is perhaps the richest of the Narnia books in its 
dense weave of intertextual echoes. Beginning with Genesis in the world 
creation, the attentive reader recognizes mythic tropes like the Garden 
of the Hesperides and Pegasus the flying horse, allusions to Arthurian 
legends and Atlantis, as well as hat-tips to Milton, Spencer, and H. G. 
Wells. Lewis all but re-writes E. Nesbit’s The Story of the Amulet in 
Nephew, using the Amulet story elements to tell a tale that supports a 
richly meaningful and devotional faith instead of an esoteric spirituality 
and neo-paganism.  



The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
Relevance to our Understanding  of Harry 

Potter: 
After years of saying she loved and admired C. 
S. Lewis and his Chronicles of Narnia – “I 
reveled in them,” “C. S. Lewis is a genius,” “I’m 
unable to be in a room with one and not pick 
it up to re-read it” – Rowling in 2001 began to 
draw bold bright lines between her Potter books and Lewis’ Narniad to 
make it clear her books were not derivative or imitations of that other 
seven book series everyone loves. As with her comments on The Lord of 
the Rings, she shifts from ‘series’ biggest fan’ to ‘never finished reading 
it.’ The biggest distinctions that she makes are that Lewis’ works are 
“preachy” or “moralizing,” even evangelical, that his children characters 
don’t grow up or mature, and are somehow “fundamentalist.” 

 
Which critiques, though commonplace 
ideas about Lewis, display the 
remarkable difference between what 
Rowling says about the series to 
interviewers and what is evident in her 
work. Her pique about the endless 
comparisons between the Hogwarts 
and Narnia Sagas is understandable, 
but her criticisms border on the comic 
and incomprehensible when the 

remarkable likenesses between her work and Lewis’ are noted.  
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The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of Harry 

Potter (continued): 
Here are three correspondences between 
the series that leap to mind beyond their 
being seven book sets and featuring young 
adults on fantastic portal adventures: 
 
Literary Alchemy: Lewis’ Narniad as 
Michael Ward has demonstrated in his 
magisterial Planet Narnia is written on the 

esoteric story scaffolding of astrological symbolism, with each book 
being a reflection of the qualities of one of the 
traditional seven planets.  
 
Alchemy and astrology being joined at the hip (see 
Lewis’ Discarded Image for the connection), his books 
feature alchemical notes as well. Rowling has admitted 
she read boatloads about alchemy before writing her 
series and that the Great Work “sets the magical 
parameters” of the novels. The names, the 
relationship of books to one another, the sequence of 
events in the books are on an alchemical frame, not to mention the 
traditional symbols. 
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The Magician’s 
Nephew 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter (continued): 
 
Ring Composition: Lewis, as with his 
friends Charles Williams, and J. R. R. 
Tolkien, wrote their books on the 
models they knew best, the chiasmus 
or ring composition structure in 
scripture, epic, and poetry. The 
Narniad is no exception; each of the 
seven books is a model of parallelism 
(write me if you’d like more on this).  

 
Harry Potter’s adventures are individual rings set 
inside a seven book ring, as well, a story of 
intratextual echoing bordering on OCD. That 
Rowling’s Philosopher’s Stone is a seventeen 
chapter book with its story turn in chapter 9 is an 
almost exact structural replica of The Lion, the 
Witch, and the Wardrobe, also a seventeen chapter 
book with its turn in chapter nine is a remarkable 
coincidence. 
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The 
Magician’s 

Nephew 
 
 
 

Relevance to our Understanding of Harry Potter (continued): 
Parody: Rowling openly admires E. Nesbit’s books as “groundbreaking” 
and for not being “moralizing” and in this there seems an implicit rebuke 
to Lewis.  
 
Which is bizarre. Lewis is a great Nesbit fan whose 
‘Wardrobe’ portal is lifted straight from her ‘The Aunt 
and Amabel’s ‘Bigwardrobeinspareroom’ and the 
Magician’s Nephew is a re-write (in light of the 
nightmares of WWI and WWII that Nesbit’s secular 
millenialism led to) of The Story of the Amulet 
discussed above. You could even call Lewis’ version a 
renovative parody, just as Rowling’s works are 
subversive parodies of Gothic, fantasy, and children’s 
fiction.Her playful use of beasts, fauna, and food, not 
to mention the logos cosmology and epistemology 
that undergird the theme of ‘transformed vision’ in Harry Potter all have 
obvious and important echoes in Lewis’ Narniad. It is an unusual Narniac 
that does not think of the ‘Wood Between the Worlds’ in Magician’s 
Nephew when reading Harry’s experience at a nether King’s Cross in 
Deathly Hallows. Rowling sees it as a metaphor for literature.  
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The Magician’s Nephew 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter (continued): 
 
If there is a one-stop source for 
Rowling’s tool kit as a writer, then, it is 
either Vladimir Nabokov or C. S. Lewis – 
and, unless you think of Lolita as a YA 
title, no one sees the several important 
Nabokov connections (all of the above 
and more) unless forced to it while most 
readers who have read the Narniad 
think of it many times while reading 
Potter. 
 
The funny thing? 
It seems Rowling, 

when she told Lev Grossman at TIME that she was 
“trying to subvert the genre” of moralizing, 
cardboard children’s fiction, had Lewis’ non-
maturing Pevensies and “moralizing” work in 
mind. What’s funny about this – Funny-bizarre, 
not Funny-humorous – is that Lewis’ characters 
are transformed in every one of the Chronicles of 
Narnia and that he subscribes to the 
Chestertonian dictum that in magical fiction it is 
“almost as vital that it should be moral as that it should not be 
moralizing.” 
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The Magician’s Nephew 
 

Relevance to our Understanding of Harry Potter (continued): 
 

Rowling is at least as “preachy” for her 
“morality” – remember she tells us that 
“Mortality, morality, [are] the two things 
that I obsess about” – as Lewis was about 
his own; Harry’s annual denouement 
meetings with Dumbledore at year’s end 
are Aesopian (“undeniably, morals are 
drawn”), almost Aslan-esque. 
 
So -- for Potter Pundits, C. S. Lewis is an 
invaluable touchstone. He and Rowling are 
both noted fantasy writers not especially 
admired by fantasy writers (Tolkien 
despised the Narniad; some critics agree 
with Rowling that Potter is positively 

disenchanting), perhaps because both are writing parodies more than 
genre staples.  
 
That Rowling is as determined to separate herself from Lewis as some 
Lewis readers are to protect his legacy from association with her means 
only that her appreciation of Lewis, as shared in interviews and as 
reflected in her work, is simultaneously pedestrian and profound. To get 
intertextual and intratextual writing, though, the two writers are 
indispensable resources.  

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2012/10/01/mugglemarch?currentPage=all
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13537900305490?journalCode=cjcr20
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13537900305490?journalCode=cjcr20
https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?recnum=3815
https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?recnum=3815
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Macbeth 

 
Rowling on ‘The Scottish Play’: 

 
The Mugglenet/Leaky Cauldron 
Interview, 2005 
JKR: It’s the “Macbeth” idea. I 
absolutely adore “Macbeth.” It is 
possibly my favorite Shakespeare 
play. And that’s the question isn’t it? If 
Macbeth hadn’t met the witches, 
would he have killed Duncan? Would 
any of it have happened? Is it fated or 
did he make it happen? I believe he 
made it happen. 

 
Plot Summary/Critic’s admiration: 

‘Macbeth,’ with ‘King Lear,’ ‘Hamlet,’ and ‘Othello’ 
is considered one of the four great tragedies by 
Shakespeare. It is the story of a Scottish Lord and 
General who encounters three witches who tell him 
a prophecy of his becoming king. With his wife’s 
encouragement and assistance, he murders King 
Duncan in his sleep, assumes the throne, and 
descends into a paranoid spiral of violence and 

tyranny that eventually consumes him. ‘Macbeth’ is the Bard’s shortest 
tragedy and, though not considered his finest work by those who rank 
these things, its darkness, the usurper’s madness, and the beauty of its 
poetry make it a centerpiece of any canon of English literature.  

“I absolutely 

adore 

‘Macbeth.’ It 

is possibly 

my favorite 

Shakespeare 

play. “ 

http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-tlc_mugglenet-anelli-3.htm
http://www.accio-quote.org/articles/2005/0705-tlc_mugglenet-anelli-3.htm
http://www.themillions.com/2014/05/shakespeares-greatest-play-5-experts-share-their-opinions.html


Macbeth 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of Harry 

Potter: 
We know from the author’s interviews that 
she saw productions of ‘King Lear’ and ‘A 
Winter’s Tale’ while still a child. She has 
told us, too, that Hermione was named for 
the heroine in ‘Winter’s Tale.’ Why should 
Potter Pundits re-read Macbeth for a 
greater understanding of the Hogwarts 
Saga? 
There are at least three very good reasons 
beyond Rowling’s confession that “it is 

possibly my favorite Shakespeare play” (not 
to mention the Weird Sisters rock band in 
Goblet) and I have saved it until last because 
it captures the better part of Potter 
Punditry. 
 
Literary alchemy: Rowling has revived and 
reinvented the magic of literary alchemy, 
that is, the use of hermetic symbols, colors, 
and sequence embedded in her stories to 
catalyze cathartic and transformative 
reactions in her readers. Shakespeare was 
not the first poet or playwright to borrow 
from metallurgical alchemists in this way, 
but he is undoubtedly the greatest.  

“And that’s the 

question isn’t it? If 

Macbeth hadn’t met 

the witches, would he 

have killed Duncan? 

Would any of it have 

happened? Is it fated 

or did he make it 

happen? I believe he 

made it happen.” 

 



Macbeth 

 
Relevance to our Understanding of 

Harry Potter (continued): 
As Linda Carney explained in the 
‘Macbeth’ chapter of ‘Alchemy in 
Selected Plays of Shakespeare’ (pp 58-
65), the ‘Scottish Play’ is an alchemical 
drama of Paracelsan purgation and 
restoration of a kingdom after Duncan, 
a king with golden blood of magical 
properties, is unjustly murdered. In this, 
‘Macbeth’ serves as an introduction and 
exercise in reading alchemically that is indispensable to Potter Pundits. 

 
Everyman Parable: Martin Lings, a tutorial student 
and friend of C. S. Lewis and the Keeper of Oriental 
Books at the British Library, discussed in his 
Shakespeare in the Light of Sacred Art (see Chapter 
VII, ‘Macbeth’) the allegorical and sublime 
meaning of ‘Macbeth’ beyond the effects of power 
on human psychology.  In brief, Macbeth’s decision 
to heed the witch’s prophecy and murder the 
saintly King is a “re-enactment of the Fall” and “it 
is the victim of their intended outward crime [the 
King] who symbolizes the higher nature [Lord and 
Lady Macbeth] are seeking to eliminate” (p 61). 

Best Critical  

Papers On-Line 

Annotated ‘Macbeth’ 

with Online Resource 

listing 

Linda Carney, 

‘Alchemy in Selected 

Plays of Shakespeare’ 

(pp 58-65) 

http://escholarshare.drake.edu/bitstream/handle/2092/843/DD1977LLC.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://escholarshare.drake.edu/bitstream/handle/2092/843/DD1977LLC.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://www.cakravartin.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2006/08/Martin-Lings-Shakespeare-in-the-Light-of-Sacred-Art.pdf
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/plays/macbethscenes.html
http://escholarshare.drake.edu/bitstream/handle/2092/843/DD1977LLC.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
http://escholarshare.drake.edu/bitstream/handle/2092/843/DD1977LLC.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y


Macbeth 
Relevance to our Understanding of Harry 

Potter (continued): 
If Harry’s adventures are read as parallels to 
‘Macbeth,’ i.e., as violence made by a 
psychopath in pursuit of power and driven by 
a Prophecy, the Boy Who Lived is King Duncan, 
the man with golden blood “whose virtues will 
plead like angels… at his taking off,” and the 
Dark Lord is the mad Macbeth. Harry’s power 
is love, the ‘tincture’ of his mother’s sacrificial 
death, and allegorical he is the spiritual faculty 

of the heart or ‘eye of the heart; the Dark Lord, in dark complement, is 
the soul that lives for power, fame, and an immortality of the selfish ego 
won by sacrificing others. The Everyman morality play in the Chamber of 
Secrets is a version of this spiritual allegory, except of course that 
Harry/Duncan lives! 
 
Intratextual Prophecy: As Rowling pointed 
out in her 2005 interview with fan site 
leaders, the Prophecy that drives the 
Voldemort-Potter confrontation is “the 
‘Macbeth’ idea.” This is a jewel for Potter 
Pundits because it is intertextuality – 
Rowling pointing on the page to a written 
work outside the novel that is reflected 
there, “Hey, look! This is just like Macbeth 
and the weird sisters!” – and intratextuality, 
the embedding of a text inside the story the characters struggle to 

Where to Find  

a Copy 

Annotated ‘Macbeth’ 
with Online Resource 

listing 
Project Gutenberg 

Amazon.com 
BetterWorldBooks.com 

FetchBook.info 

http://www.shakespeare-online.com/plays/macbethscenes.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/2264/pg2264.txt
https://www.amazon.com/Macbeth-Folger-Shakespeare-Library-William/dp/0743477103/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1498511131&sr=1-1&keywords=macbeth
https://www.betterworldbooks.com/Macbeth-id-9780743477109.aspx
http://www.fetchbook.info/compare.do?search=9780743477109&startFrom=1


understand as an interior mirror to the reader’s struggle with the book 
in hand.  
 
Rowling’s relationship with her 
influences, her homage to and 
transformation of them to serve 
her purposes (does she really think 
Shakespeare meant Macbeth to 
represent the power of choice 
rather than the agony of fallen 
human nature?), as well as her 
meta-fiction dialogue with the 
reader about the experience of 
reading are the cutting edge of 
Potter Punditry. Because of how 
Shakespeare changes his source 
material and how the witches’ 
prophecy acts in ‘Macbeth,’ reading the play is like batter’s practice for 

serious re-readers of Rowling’s work. 
 
As I explained at HogwartsProfessor, Rowling 
is fast becoming for those of who grew up 
reading Harry Potter the literary filter through 
which they come to understand those ‘Greats’ 
who came before her. Shakespeare is no 
exception and it is only in reading plays like 
‘Macbeth’ which Rowling folds into her own 
dramas that we come to a fuller appreciation 
of her literary artistry and magic and 
Shakespeare’s. 

Best Critical Papers Online: 

Martin Lings, Shakespeare 
in the Light of Sacred Art 

 
Victor [Cakravartin], 

‘The Esoterism of 
Shakespeare’s Macbeth’ 

 
John Granger, 

‘On Literary Influence’  
’ 

Martin Lings, ‘Macbeth’ 
(recorded lecture) 

 

http://www.shakespeare-online.com/faq/macbethfaq/weirdsisters.html
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/faq/macbethfaq/weirdsisters.html
http://www.shakespeare-online.com/faq/macbethfaq/weirdsisters.html
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/on-literary-influence-how-austen-and-shakespeare-affect-rowling-and-vice-versa/
http://www.cakravartin.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2006/08/Martin-Lings-Shakespeare-in-the-Light-of-Sacred-Art.pdf
http://www.cakravartin.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2006/08/Martin-Lings-Shakespeare-in-the-Light-of-Sacred-Art.pdf
http://www.cakravartin.com/archives/the-esoterism-of-shakespeares-macbeth
http://www.cakravartin.com/archives/the-esoterism-of-shakespeares-macbeth
http://www.hogwartsprofessor.com/on-literary-influence-how-austen-and-shakespeare-affect-rowling-and-vice-versa/
https://themathesontrust.org/library/macbeth


Conclusion 

That was quite the ride! I hope you enjoyed reading through it as much 

as I did making the survey. 

True confessions: I had to read Cheri, The Woman Who Walked Into 

Doors, Manon Lescaut, and The Tiger in the Smoke for the first time to 

write it and had only read Pale Fire six months ago. I’ve been talking 

about Harry Potter for fifteen years now and I only knew half of the 

titles on the “essential reading” list for Potter Pundits. 

The Good News? There are at least two or three ‘Top Twelve’ lists of 

books that could have been put together from probable Rowling story 

sources. The 29 other stories of this type I wanted to include in this set, 

but had to leave out are at the end of this conclusion. And, yes, I know 

Tale of Two Cities or Great Expectations were probably each a better 

choice than Manon Lescant!  

What I’m hopeful that you got out of this survey and will get out of re-

reading the 12 stories on it is just how much can be learned about 

Rowling’s artistry and meaning by going to the sources of her 

inspiration and noting just how much she uses and changes to her own 

ends. This is not a derivative artist or sophisticated plagiarist but an 

parodist who is very conscious of her ‘influences’ and addressing them, 

often all but explicitly in her own stories. 

In the coming weeks, I will be sending you VLOG posts about ideas I’ve 

wrestled with in my first year of working on my PhD thesis and 

information about free classes I’ll be offering later this summer: a 

Potter Pundit Summer School. Everything I’ll be sending you will be 

about exploring the depths and the fun and the heights of Harry Potter 

in a way that is easily accessible, affordable, and sufficiently challenging 

to transform how we understand The Boy Who Lived.  



Thank you for joining me on this preliminary survey of Rowling story 

sources, and in advance, for your participation in online Potter Pundit 

discussions and classes this year. Together we can create a model of 

learning that connects the best in scholarship and insights with 

students eager for a better understanding of their favorite books. 

Please let me know at the email address below what you think of this 

survey of Rowling story sources as well as what you’d like to hear more 

about. I’m planning my free classes for the Potter Pundit Summer 

School now and would love to be sharing there what I’ve learned about 

exactly those questions you are most interested in discussing. 

And please send me your thoughts on the books above and those 

below as you read them, for the first or the seventeenth time. I look 

forward to reading what you’ve picked up that I missed! 

With admiration, 

John Granger 

John Granger, John@HogwartsProfessor.com 

Manxmouse (Gallico), Hound of the Baskervilles (Conan Doyle), 

Wuthering Heights (Bronte), Little White Horse (Goudge), More Fruits of 

Solitude (Penn), The Wind in the Willows (Grahame), The Nine Tailors 

(Sayers), Purgatorio (Dante), Spanish Tragedy (Kyd), Le Morte d’Arthur 

(Malory), Upper Fourth at Malory Towers (Blyton), Tale of Two Cities 

(Dickens), Mayor of Casterbridge (Hardy), In Memoriam A. H. H. 

(Tennyson), The Pardoner’s Tale (Chaucer), Orlando Furioso (Ariosto), I 

Capture the Castle (Smith), Les Miserables (Hugo), Middlemarch (Eliot), 

The Secret History (Tartt), Treasure Island (Stevenson),The Once and 

Future King (White), Passion of the New Eve (Carter),The Secret Garden 

(Burnett).Pilgrim’s Progress, Bullfinch’s Mythology, Plutarch’s Lives, St 

Paul’s Letters to the Corinthians and ‘The Sermon on the Mount.’  



 

  



 


